Molecular docking study and development of an empirical binding free energy model for phosphodiesterase 4 inhibitors.
In the present work, several computational methodologies were combined to develop a model for the prediction of PDE4B inhibitors' activity. The adequacy of applying the ligand docking approach, keeping the enzyme rigid, to the study of a series of PDE4 inhibitors was confirmed by a previous molecular dynamics analysis of the complete enzyme. An exhaustive docking procedure was performed to identify the most probable binding modes of the ligands to the enzyme, including the active site metal ions and the surrounding structural water molecules. The enzyme-inhibitor interaction enthalpies, refined by using the semiempirical molecular orbital approach, were combined with calculated solvation free energies and entropy considerations in an empirical free energy model that enabled the calculation of binding free energies that correlated very well with experimentally derived binding free energies. Our results indicate that both the inclusion of the structural water molecules close to the ions in the binding site and the use of a free energy model with a quadratic dependency on the ligand free energy of solvation are important aspects to be considered for molecular docking investigations involving the PDE4 enzyme family.